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A (weak) closed rectangle-of-inﬂuence (RI for short) drawing is a straight-line planar grid
drawing in which there is no other vertex inside or on the boundary of the axis parallel
rectangle deﬁned by the two end vertices of any edge. Biedl et al. (1999) [1] showed
that a plane graph G has a closed RI drawing, if and only if it has no ﬁlled 3-cycle
(a cycle of 3 vertices such that there is a vertex in the proper interior). They also
showed that such a graph G has a closed RI drawing in an (n − 1) × (n − 1) grid,
where n is the number of vertices in G . They raised an open question on whether this
grid size bound can be improved (Biedl et al., 1999 [1]). Without loss of generality, we
investigate maximal plane graphs admitting closed RI drawings in this paper. They are
plane graphs with a quadrangular exterior face, triangular interior faces and no ﬁlled 3-
cycles, known as irreducible triangulations (Fusy, 2009 [2]). In this paper, we present a linear
time algorithm that computes closed RI drawings for irreducible triangulations. Given an
arbitrary irreducible triangulation G with n vertices, our algorithm produces a closed RI
drawing with size at most (n − 3) × (n − 3); and for a random irreducible triangulation,
the expected grid size of the drawing is ( 22n27 + O (
√
n )) × ( 22n27 + O (
√
n )). We then prove
that for arbitrary n 4, there is an n-vertex irreducible triangulation, such that any of its
closed RI drawing requires a grid of size (n−3)× (n−3). Thus the grid size of the drawing
produced by our algorithm is tight. This lower bound also answers the open question posed
in Biedl et al. (1999) [1] negatively.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we deal with the straight-line grid drawing of a graph G . We denote by n the number of vertices in the
graph. The grid size is denoted by W × H , where W is the width of the grid and H is the height of the grid. The grid
consists of (W + 1) vertical grid lines and (H + 1) horizontal grid lines.
A planar graph is a graph which can be drawn in a plane so that the edges do not intersect at any point other than
their end vertices. A planar graph with a ﬁxed planar embedding is called a plane graph. A plane graph divides the plane
into regions called faces. The unbounded region is called exterior face, the other faces are called interior faces. An edge is an
exterior edge if it belongs to the exterior face, otherwise it is an interior edge. A vertex is an exterior vertex if it is an endpoint
of an exterior edge, otherwise it is an interior vertex. A 3-cycle of a plane graph is a ﬁlled 3-cycle if the proper interior of the
3-cycle contains a vertex. A plane graph G is an irreducible triangulation, if G has a quadrangular exterior face, triangular
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Czech Republic, June 7–11, 2010.
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10 S. Sadasivam, H. Zhang / Computational Geometry 44 (2011) 9–19Fig. 1. (1) A closed RI drawing, (2) an open RI drawing, (3) a non-RI drawing, of an inner triangulated plane graph with no ﬁlled 3-cycles.
interior faces and no ﬁlled 3-cycles. An irreducible triangulation G is internally 4-connected, i.e., if we add a new vertex into
the exterior face of G and connect it to all its four exterior vertices, the resulting graph is 4-connected.
A straight-line grid drawing of a planar graph G is a drawing in which all the vertices of the graph are represented by
grid points and all edges are represented by straight-line segments connecting their two end vertices. A straight-line planar
drawing of a planar graph G is a straight-line drawing in which all the vertices of the graph are represented by points
and all edges are represented by straight-line segments without intersections except at their common ends. A straight-line
planar grid drawing is a straight-line planar drawing in which every vertex is placed on a grid point with integer coordinates.
A strong proximity drawing is a straight line drawing such that: (i) for each edge (u, v) of G , the proximity region of u and v
(the proximity region of u and v is a portion of the plane, determined by u and v , that contains points relatively close to
both of them) does not contain any other vertex, and (2) for each pair of non-adjacent vertices u and v of G , the proximity
region of u and v contains at least one other vertex [3]. In [4], the notion of weak proximity drawing was introduced. A weak
proximity drawing of a graph G is one that ignores requirement (2) of strong proximity drawing. In other words, if (u, v)
is not an edge of the graph, then no requirement is placed on the proximity region of u and v in the weak drawing. The
measure of proximity determines the type of proximity drawing. Examples of proximity drawing include Gabriel drawing [5],
relative neighborhood drawing [6], etc. A survey of different deﬁnitions of proximity and its application areas are presented
in [7].
A (weak) rectangle-of-inﬂuence (RI for short) drawing is a straight-line planar grid drawing in which the axis parallel
rectangle deﬁned by the two vertices of any edge does not contain any other vertex [8]. We only consider (weak) RI
drawings in the paper and we will simply call (weak) RI drawings by RI drawings in the paper. The classes of graphs that
admit RI drawings are investigated in [9]. An RI is closed if it includes the boundary of the axis parallel rectangle deﬁned
by the two vertices of an edge and open if it does not include the boundary (see Fig. 1). Open RI drawings were studied
in [10,11]. In this paper, we will study closed RI drawings. In [1], Biedl et al. showed that a planar graph has a closed RI
drawing, if and only if it has no ﬁlled 3-cycles and they also presented a linear time algorithm to construct a closed RI
drawing in a grid of size (n − 1) × (n − 1).
Applying the above necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of closed RI drawings in [1], it is easy to see
that the maximal plane graphs admitting closed RI drawings are irreducible triangulations. Biedl et al. have proved that
triangulating plane graphs without introducing new separating triangles can be solved in linear time and space [12]. Hence,
given a plane graph G admitting closed RI drawing (they certainly do not have separating triangles), one can triangulate
it into an irreducible triangulation in linear time. Therefore, without loss of generality, we only consider irreducible trian-
gulations in this paper. We present a linear time algorithm that computes a closed RI drawing of an arbitrary irreducible
triangulation G with n vertices. The advantages of our linear time algorithm over the linear time algorithm presented in
[1] are as follows: (1) our algorithm reveals the close relation between RI drawings and the so-called compatible drawings;
(2) its grid size is at most (n − 3) × (n − 3), which is shown to be tight; (3) for a random irreducible triangulation, the
expected grid size is bounded from above by ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)) × ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)). We then prove that the size of the drawing
produced by our algorithm is tight, by showing that a lower bound on the grid size for a closed RI drawing for an arbitrary
irreducible triangulation is (n − 3) × (n − 3). This lower bound also answers the open question posed in [1] negatively.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of compatible drawings. Then
we present the relation between compatible drawings and RI drawings. In Section 3, we ﬁrst present a compatible drawing
algorithm. Then by applying the compatible drawing algorithm, we introduce an algorithm that computes a closed RI draw-
ing for an irreducible triangulation. In Section 4, we present a lower bound on a closed RI drawing for an arbitrary graph.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Transversal structures and RI drawings
A graph G = (V , E) is called a directed graph if each edge of G is assigned a direction. An orientation of a graph G assigns
a direction to every edge of G . (We will overload the term orientation to mean a graph endowed with an edge direction
assignment.) An orientation is said to be acyclic if it does not contain any directed cycle in the graph. For every acyclic
orientation we can ﬁnd a vertex with no ingoing edge as source and a vertex with no outgoing edge as sink. A bipolar
S. Sadasivam, H. Zhang / Computational Geometry 44 (2011) 9–19 11Fig. 2. An irreducible triangulation G and a transversal structure T (G) of G .
Fig. 3. The closed RI drawing of G generated by Algorithm 2 using the transversal structure in Fig. 2.
orientation [2] (also known as st-orientation or st-numbering [13]) is an acyclic orientation with a unique source s and a
unique sink t . The properties of plane bipolar-orientations have been extensively studied [14–16]. For a 2-connected plane
graph G with a bipolar orientation, for any vertex v ∈ V (G) where v = s, t , the edges incident to v are partitioned into a
non-empty consecutive block of ingoing edges and a non-empty consecutive block of outgoing edges around v . Each face f
of G has two vertices s f and t f , known as the source vertex and sink vertex of f respectively, such that the boundary of the
face f consists of two non-empty directed paths both originating at s f and ending at t f . Going from s f to t f , the path on
the left (right, respectively) of f is deﬁned as the left-lateral path of f (right-lateral path of f , respectively).
Let G be a plane graph with quadrangular exterior face. Let N , E , S , and W be the four exterior vertices of G in clockwise
order around the exterior face. A transversal structure (also known as regular edge labeling [17]) T (G) of G assigns a direction
to each interior edge of G and partitions the set of all the interior edges of G into two groups, say red and blue, such that
the following conditions are satisﬁed:
• Interior vertices: In clockwise order around each interior vertex v , its incident edges form a non-empty interval of red
edges entering v , a non-empty interval of blue edges entering v , a non-empty interval of red edges leaving v and a
non-empty interval of blue edges leaving v .
• Exterior vertices: All interior edges incident to S are red edges leaving S , all interior edges incident to N are red edges
entering N , all interior edges incident to W are blue edges leaving W and all interior edges incident to E are blue
edges entering E . Each of these blocks is non-empty.
Fig. 2 shows an example of an irreducible triangulation G and a transversal structure T (G) of G . In the ﬁgure, blue edges
are drawn as dashed lines while red edges are drawn as solid lines.
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We have the following technical lemma from [13,18,19]:
Lemma 1. Let G be a plane graph, N, E, S, and W be the four exterior vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face, T (G)
be a transversal structure of G. Then the following statements hold:
1. The orientation consisting of all the red edges is a bipolar orientation on G −{W , E} with source S and sink N, and the orientation
consisting of all the blue edges is a bipolar orientation on G − {N, S} with source W and sink E. Moreover, the two bipolar
orientations are transversal: for any pair (Pr, Pb), where Pr is a red oriented path from S to N and Pb is a blue oriented path from
W to E, the paths Pr and Pb meet at exactly one vertex, where they cross.
2. The orientation consisting of all the red edges and the four exterior edges, directed as S to E, E to N, S to W , and W to N, is a
bipolar orientation. It is called the red map of G and it is denoted by Gr .
3. The orientation consisting of all the blue edges and the four exterior edges, directed as W to S, S to E, W to N, and N to E, is a
bipolar orientation. It is called the blue map of G and it is denoted by Gb.
4. The orientation of the interior edges given by T (G) is acyclic. The sources are W and S, and the sinks are E and N. It is denoted
by Grb.
5. The orientation of the interior edges obtained by reversing all blue edges is also acyclic. It is denoted by Grb.
6. All interior faces of G have degree 3 or 4 and obey one of the conﬁgurations illustrated in Fig. 4.
Let Grb0 be the directed subgraph of Grb −{W , E}. Clearly, Grb0 has no directed cycles. S is the sole source of Grb0 and N
is the sole sink of Grb0 . Therefore, Grb0 is a bipolar orientation. Similarly, Grb − {W , E} is a bipolar orientation, it is denoted
by Grb0 . Note that, in Grb0 , the directions of the blue edges are reversed from T (G).
Next, we have the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 1. Let G be a plane graph endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N , E , S , and W are the four
exterior vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face.
1. A strong-compatible drawing of G with respectively to T (G) is a straight-line grid drawing of G such that the follow-
ing conditions hold: (1) four exterior vertices S,W ,N, E are mapped to four corners (bottom-left, top-left, top-right,
bottom-right, respectively) of a rectangle in the plane; (2) every red edge e = (u, v) (directed from u to v) satis-
ﬁes x(u) < x(v) and y(u) < y(v); and (3) every blue edge e = (u, v) (directed from u to v) satisﬁes x(u) < x(v) and
y(u) > y(v).
2. A weak-compatible drawing of G with respectively to T (G) is a straight-line grid drawing of G such that the follow-
ing conditions hold: (1) four exterior vertices S,W ,N, E are mapped to four corners (bottom-left, top-left, top-right,
bottom-right, respectively) of a rectangle in plane; (2) every red edge e = (u, v) (directed from u to v) satisﬁes
x(u)  x(v) and y(u) < y(v); and (3) every blue edge e = (u, v) (directed from u to v) satisﬁes x(u) < x(v) and
y(u) y(v).
When T (G) is clearly understood for G , we will simply say a strong-compatible drawing of G or a weak-compatible
drawing of G . Clearly, a strong-compatible drawing of G is a weak-compatible drawing of G .
We have the following technical lemma regarding the planarity of the above drawings. The proof of the planarity was
embedded in the paper [18,2]. For example, see the proof of Theorem 5 in [18].
Lemma 2. Let G be a plane graph endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N, E, S, and W are the four exterior vertices
of G in clockwise order around the exterior face. A weak-compatible drawing of G is planar (in particular a strong-compatible drawing
of G is also planar).
Fusy proved the planarity of a weak-compatible drawing of G . The planarity of a strong-compatible drawing of G follows
directly since a strong-compatible drawing is also weak-compatible.
We have the following theorem regarding the relation between strong-compatible (weak-compatible) drawings and
closed (open, respectively) RI drawings.
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Theorem 1. Let G be a plane graph endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N, E, S, and W are the four exterior vertices
of G in clockwise order around the exterior face.
1. A strong-compatible drawing of G is a closed RI drawing for G.
2. A weak-compatible drawing of G is an open RI drawing for G.
Proof. We will only prove the case for a strong-compatible drawing. The proof of the case for a weak-compatible drawing
is similar.
First, according to Lemma 2, a strong-compatible drawing of G is planar. Next we will show that such a drawing is a
closed RI drawing for G as well.
Consider an edge e of G . There are three cases to consider:
Case 1. e is an exterior edge of G . Then e is either a vertical line segment or a horizontal line segment. Hence the rectangle
deﬁned by the two end vertices of e is degenerated as a line segment. It does not contain any other vertices of G in its
interior or boundary due to the planarity of the drawing.
Case 2. e = (u, v) is a blue edge, directed from u to v .
Consider the red map Gr . Note that, Gr is a bipolar orientation according to Lemma 1(2). Consider the interior face f of
Gr containing the edge e. Let’s denote the unique source of f by s f and the unique sink of f by t f . We have the following
three subcases:
Case 2a. e = (u, v) is not adjacent to W or E . Due to the edge orientation property of a transversal structure, u must be an
internal (i.e. non-end) vertex in the left-lateral path of f , and v must be an internal vertex in the right-lateral path of f .
Let’s denote the left-lateral path of f by s f , . . . ,u, . . . , t f , the right-lateral path of f by s f , . . . , v, . . . , t f . See Fig. 5. Consider
the left-lateral path s f , . . . ,u, . . . , t f . The drawing is strong-compatible, and the edges in the left-lateral path are red edges.
So x(s f ) < · · · < x(u) and y(u) < · · · < y(t f ). Hence, the subpath (s f , . . . ,u) (except the vertex u) in the left-lateral path is
completely contained in the half plane where x < x(u); and the subpath (u, . . . , t f ) (except the vertex u) in the left-lateral
path is completely contained in the half plane where y > y(u). Symmetrically, the subpath (s f , . . . , v) (except the vertex v)
in the right-lateral path is completely contained in the half plane where y < y(v), while the subpath (v, . . . , t f ) (except the
vertex v) in the right-lateral path is completely contained in the half plane where x> x(v). Therefore, the rectangle deﬁned
by the two end vertices of the edge (u, v) is completely contained in the interior of the face f , except the two vertices
u and v . Hence, the rectangle contains no vertices, except its two end vertices. See Fig. 5 for an illustration. The rectangle
deﬁned by the two end vertices u and v is shaded in the ﬁgure.
Case 2b. e = (u, v) is adjacent to E . So v must be E . In this subcase, the right-lateral path of f consists of the edge (N, E),
directed from N to E , and the edge (E,W ), directed from E to W . It is easy to check that the rectangle deﬁned by (u, v)
contains no vertices except its two end vertices u and v .
Case 2c. e = (u, v) is adjacent to W . So u = W . The proof is similar to Case 2b.
Case 3. e is a red edge. This case can be proved symmetrically.
Therefore, a strong-compatible drawing is a closed RI drawing of G . 
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strong-compatible (weak-compatible, respectively) drawing of G .
3. Algorithms for closed RI drawing
Let G be a plane graph endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N , E , S , and W are the four exterior
vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face. Fusy has introduced an algorithm based on face-counting that
gives a weak-compatible drawing (so an open RI drawing) of G , whereas we will introduce in this section an algorithm
based on longest directed paths in relevant bipolar orientations with a less compact grid size but with the advantage of
giving a strong-compatible drawing, and hence a closed RI drawing of G .
3.1. Strong-compatible drawing
Algorithm 1. A strong-compatible drawing algorithm
Input: A plane graph G = (V , E) endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N , E , S , and W are the four exterior
vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face.
Output: A strong-compatible drawing for G .
1. Construct Grb0 and Grb0 from T (G).
2. Compute x(v) and y(v) as follows:
x(v) = the length of a longest path from S to v in Grb0 ,
y(v) = the length of a longest path from S to v in Grb0 .
Note that we have x(S) = y(S) = 0.
3. For the vertices W and E we deﬁne:
x(W ) = x(S), y(W ) = y(N), x(E) = x(N), y(E) = y(S).
4. Construct a drawing for G in the plane such that each vertex v ∈ V (G) is located at coordinates (x(v), y(v)) and for
each edge (u, v) ∈ E(G), the vertices u and v are connected by a straight line in the drawing.
Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 produces a strong-compatible drawing for G in linear time. The width of the drawing is the length of the
longest directed paths in Grb0 . The height of the drawing is the length of the longest directed paths in Grb0 .
Proof. We ﬁrst prove that the drawing is a strong-compatible drawing. First note that, the exterior vertices S , W , N , E are
mapped to four corners (bottom-left, top-left, top-right, bottom-right, respectively) of a rectangle in plane. Consider a red
edge e = (u, v), directed from u to v . In both Grb and Grb0 , e is directed from u to v , hence x(u) < x(v) and y(u) < y(v).
Consider a blue edge e = (u, v), directed from u to v in the transversal structure T (G). We have the following two cases:
(1) e is not adjacent to W or E . In Grb0 , the direction of e is still from u to v , hence x(u) < x(v), while in Grb0 , e is directed
from v to u, hence, y(u) > y(v). (2) e is adjacent to W or E . Then either u = W or v = E . Thus, it is easy to check that
x(u) < x(v) and y(u) > y(v). Therefore, the drawing is strong-compatible.
Note that, Grb0 and Grb0 can be easily constructed in linear time from T (G). Computing the length of a longest directed
path for all the vertices from the source in a bipolar orientation can be done in linear time [13,15]. Therefore, Algorithm 1
runs in linear time.
Clearly, the width of the drawing is the length of the longest directed paths in Grb0 . The height of the drawing is the
length of the longest directed paths in Grb0 . 
Note that, according to Theorem 1, Algorithm 1 also produces a closed RI drawing for G .
3.2. Closed RI drawing for irreducible triangulations
In this subsection, we focus on irreducible triangulations. They all admit transversal structures. We will present a closed
RI drawing algorithm which leads to a more compact expected grid size.
Let G be an irreducible triangulation endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N , E , S , and W be the four
exterior vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face.
A red edge e = (u, v) is a red free edge if: (1) u has more than one red outgoing edge; (2) v has more than one red
incoming edge; and (3) e is the last outgoing red edge in clockwise direction around u, and e is the last incoming red edge
in clockwise direction around v . Similarly, a blue edge e = (u, v) is a blue free edge if: (1) u has more than one blue outgoing
edge; (2) v has more than one blue incoming edge; and (3) e is the last outgoing blue edge in clockwise direction around
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u, and e is the last incoming blue edge in clockwise direction around v . For example, the edge (a,d), (n, e), (o, i) and (e, j)
are red free edge and the edge (k, j) is a blue free edge in Fig. 2.
Let C be the 4-cycle that encloses a free edge e. This 4-cycle C has to be conﬁgured as one of the two cases in Fig. 6, as
per the color and orientation of the edges in T (G) [2]. If one deletes the free edge e, the 4-cycle encloses a quadrangular
face, it is called the enclosing face f (e) for e (whose facial cycle is C). Let e be a free edge, consider its enclosing facial
cycle C . According to the deﬁnition of free edges, it is easy to see that none of the red (blue, respectively) edges in the
cycle C can be a red (blue, respectively) free edge (see Fig. 6). Therefore, after deleting all the red free edges and blue
free edges from T (G), every interior vertex of G still has incoming and outgoing red and blue edges. In addition, none
of the edges adjacent to N, E, S,W are free edges. Therefore, the resulting graph after deleting all the free edges is still
endowed with a transversal structure. We denote the set of all the free edges in T (G) by Efree(T (G)). We denote the
resulting graph after deleting Efree(T (G)) from G by G ′ , and the resulting transversal structure after deleting Efree(T (G))
from T (G) by T (G ′). G ′ is called the reduced subgraph of G and T (G ′) is called the reduced transversal structure of G ′ . Note
that, according to Lemma 1(6), in T (G ′), each face is either a triangular face or a quadrangular face. Each edge in G ′ keeps
its color and orientation as in T (G). Therefore, bipolar orientations G ′
rb0
and G ′
rb0
are sub-bipolar orientations of Grb0 and
Grb0 respectively.
Note that, regardless of whether e is a red free edge or a blue free edge, the enclosing face f (e) has a unique source,
and a unique sink, which are denoted by vs(e) and vt(e), respectively (see Fig. 6). Consider facial cycle C of the enclosing
face f (e), the vertex on the left-lateral path (right-lateral path, respectively) of f (e) is called the left vertex (right vertex,
respectively) of f (e), which are denoted by vl(e) (vr(e), respectively). Observe that, if e is a red free edge (blue free edge,
respectively), then e = (vs(e), vt(e)) (e = (vl(e), vr(e)), respectively). See Fig. 6. It is easy to check that vl(e) cannot be a
left vertex for any other free edge, nor can vr(e) be a right vertex for any other free edge. However, it is possible for a
left vertex (right vertex, respectively) of one free edge e to be a right vertex (left vertex, respectively) of another free edge
e′ = e. Let e be a free edge, vl(e) and vr(e) is called an incompatible pair of T (G) (the meaning of the name will be clear
later). An incompatible chain of T (G) is a maximum sequence of incompatible pairs {vl(e j), vr(e j)}, 1  j  k, such that
vr(e j) = vl(e j+1) for j = 1, . . . ,k− 1. See Fig. 7 for an illustration. Note that, a left vertex or a right vertex can be in exactly
one incompatible chain because of the maximality of each incompatible chain.
We have the following technical lemma:
Lemma 3. Let G be an irreducible triangulation endowed with a transversal structure T (G), in which N, E, S, and W be the four
exterior vertices of G in clockwise order around the exterior face. Let G ′ be the reduced subgraph G ′ of G and T (G ′) be the reduced
transversal structure of G ′ . Then the following statements hold:
1. The length of a longest directed path in G ′
rb0
is bounded by n − 3− |Efree(T (G))|.
2. The length of a longest directed path in G ′
rb0
is bounded by n − 3− |Efree(T (G))|.
Proof. We will only prove statement 1. The proof of statement 2 is symmetric.
Claim. Let {vl(e j), vr(e j)},1 j  k be an incompatible chain of T (G) with k incompatible pairs. Then there is no directed path in
G ′
rb0
from any vertex in the chain to any other vertex in the chain.
Proof. We will prove the claim by contradiction. Let’s consider the case where there is a directed path P in G ′
rb0
from a
vertex vl(ea) to a vertex vl(eb) (or vr(ek)) and a b ﬁrst. See Fig. 7 for an illustration. Because G ′rb0 is a bipolar orientation,
so for every interior vertex of G ′
rb0
, its outgoing edges form a consecutive block, so do its incoming edges. Therefore, P
must be like one of the two conﬁgurations as illustrated in Fig. 7(1) and (2). In Fig. 7(1). Consider the vertex vt(eb), it must
have a directed path which eventually intersects P at a vertex c. Thus, vt(eb), . . . , c, . . . , vr(eb), vt(eb) form a directed cycle
in G ′
rb0
. Contradiction. Similarly, in Fig. 7(2). Consider the vertex vs(ea), there must be a vertex c in P so that there is a
directed path from c to vs(ea). Thus, vl(ea), . . . , c, . . . , vs(ea), vl(ea) form a directed cycle in G ′rb0 . Contradiction. Therefore,
there is no directed path from vl(ea) to vl(eb) (or vr(ek)). Other cases, such as a > b, etc., can be proved similarly. 
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Consider an incompatible chain with k incompatible pairs, according to the above claim, a directed path in G ′
rb0
can con-
tain at most one vertex from k + 1 vertices within the incompatible chain consisting of the k incompatible pairs. Therefore,
k other vertices within the incompatible chain must be bypassed by the directed path. Note that, k is exactly the number
of free edges contained in the incompatible chain. In addition, incompatible chains are maximal and they do not overlap.
Therefore, the total number of vertices bypassed by any directed path must be greater than or equal to the number of free
edges. Therefore, the length of a longest directed path in G ′
rb0
is bounded by n− 2−|Efree(T (G))|− 1 = n− 3−|Efree(T (G))|,
where n− 2 is the number of vertices in G ′ , the subtraction of 1 is because the length of a path is one less than its number
of vertices. 
Next, we present our closed RI drawing algorithm for irreducible triangulations:
Algorithm 2. Closed RI drawing
Input: An irreducible triangulation G = (V , E).
Output: A closed RI drawing for G .
1. Construct a transversal structure T (G) of G .
2. Construct the reduced subgraph G ′ and the reduced transversal structure T (G ′) of G ′ .
3. Apply Algorithm 1 to T (G ′) to obtain a strong-compatible drawing for G ′ .
4. For each free edge in T (G), connect its two end vertices by a straight-line segment in the drawing for G ′ .
Fig. 3 shows the closed RI drawing for the irreducible triangulation G , by applying Algorithm 2 to the transversal struc-
ture T (G) in Fig. 2.
Theorem3. Let G be an irreducible triangulation. Algorithm 2 produces a closed RI drawing for G in linear time. The grid size |W |×|H|
of the closed RI drawing generated by Algorithm 2 is such that: |W | n − 3− |Efree(T (G))| and |H| n − 3− |Efree(T (G))|, which
is always bounded by (n − 3) × (n − 3).
Proof. According to Theorems 1 and 2, the drawing before inserting straight-line segments for free edges is a closed RI for
G ′ . We only need to prove that the insertion of free edges maintain planarity and closed RI drawing properties.
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Consider a red free edge e = (vs(e), vt(e)). Denote its enclosing 4-cycle by C . See Fig. 6. The drawing for G ′ is strong-
compatible. Hence, both red edges (vs(e), vl(e)) and (vr(e), vt(e)) in C are oriented from bottom to top and oriented from
left to right. Both blue edges (vl(e), vt(e)) and (vs(e), vr(e)) in C are oriented from left to right and oriented from top to
bottom. Therefore, it is easy to see that the straight-line connecting (x(vs), y(vs)) and (x(vt), y(vt)) is contained in the
quadrangular enclosing face in the drawing of G ′ , so planarity is maintained. The rectangle deﬁned by the red free edge
(vs(e), vt(e)) is completely contained in the four rectangles deﬁned by the four edges in C , and the four rectangles do not
contain any other vertices in their interiors or boundaries. Therefore, the rectangle deﬁned the edge (vs(e), vt(e)) contains
no vertices except its two end vertices. Therefore, both planarity and closed RI drawing properties are maintained after
inserting red free edges. The case for inserting blue free edges can be proved similarly. Hence, Algorithm 2 produces a
closed RI drawing for G .
According to Lemma 3 and Theorem 2, the size of the drawing is at most |W |× |H| such that |W | n−3−|Efree(T (G))|
and |H| n − 3− |Efree(T (G))|, which is always bounded by (n − 3) × (n − 3).
A transversal structure of G can be computed in linear time using an algorithm by Kant and He [17]. Free edges can be
obtained in linear time [18,2]. Hence, the drawing for G ′ can be obtained in linear time. Reinserting the free edges back
takes linear time. Hence the total running time of Algorithm 2 is linear. 
Theorem4. Let G be an irreducible triangulation with n vertices taken uniformly at random. Then G has a closed RI drawing obtainable
in linear time whose expected grid size is bounded from above by ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)) × ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)).
Proof. In [18], Fusy proved that the set of all transversal structure of a given irreducible triangulation G form a distributive
lattice. Its minimal element is called the minimal transversal structure of G . Fusy showed that in the minimal transversal
structure, there are 2.5n27 red free edges and
2.5n
27 blue free edges, with high probability up to ﬂuctuations of order
√
n. (This
result is listed in Theorem 7 in [18].) In [18], Fusy also presented an algorithm to compute the minimal transversal structure
for an irreducible triangulation in linear time. Thus, for a random irreducible triangulation, if we use the minimal transversal
structure for Algorithm 2, the expected grid size of G will be bounded from above by ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)) × ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)). 
Fig. 8 shows the minimal transversal structure for the graph shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 9 shows the closed RI drawing
generated with this minimal transversal structure by Algorithm 2.
4. Lower bound for closed RI drawing
Theorem 5. For each n 4, there exists an irreducible triangulation G with n vertices, whose closed RI drawing requires a grid size of
at least (n − 3) × (n − 3).
Proof. When n = 4, the theorem is trivially true. In the following, we consider the case where n 5.
Consider the graph shown in Fig. 10. All the internal vertices in this graph are on a path from W to E and are adjacent
to S and N . The transversal structure for this graph is unique and is shown in Fig. 10. Let u, v be two distinct vertices on
the blue path from W to E (i.e., vertices other than S or N). We now show that, in any closed RI drawing of G , y(u) = y(v)
and x(u) = x(v). For the sake of the proof we need to take an arbitrary vertex w on the blue path from W to E distinct
from u and v .
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Fig. 10. Lower bound for a closed RI drawing.
Fig. 11. Proof of Theorem 5: Case y(u) = y(v).
The proof is by contradiction. Assume, y(u) = y(v). Without loss of generality, we assume x(u) < x(v). If x(N)  x(v),
then v is inside the closed RI of the edge (u,N). If x(N)  x(u), then u is inside the closed RI of the edge (v,N). Thus,
we must have x(u) < x(N) < x(v). Similarly, we must have x(u) < x(S) < x(v). Also, if y(S) = y(u), then S will be inside
the closed RI of the edge (u,N) or (v,N). Thus, we must have y(S) = y(u). Similarly, we must have y(N) = y(u). Also, if
y(N) > y(u) and y(S) > y(u), then either S or N will be inside a closed RI formed by the other with u or v , or we will have
an edge crossing. Thus, if y(N) > y(u), then we must have y(S) < y(u) and vice versa. In the following cases we assume
y(S) < y(u) < y(N). The proof of the other cases where y(N) < y(u) < y(S) is similar and is omitted. A partial drawing of
the graph is shown in Fig. 11 and we can now prove that w cannot be placed anywhere in this drawing.
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Case 1. Let y(w) y(u). We cannot place w inside the triangular region (u, v,N), since this region is fully covered by the
RI of the edges (u,N) and (v,N). If x(u) x(w) x(v) and if w is outside the triangular region (u, v,N), then w cannot
have an edge to S without an edge crossing. If x(w) x(u), then u is inside the closed RI of the edge (S,w). If x(w) x(v),
then v is inside the closed RI of the edge (S,w). Thus, w cannot be placed anywhere in the drawing.
Case 2. Let y(w) y(u). The proof is similar to Case 1.
Thus, at least (n − 2) grid lines are required in the y-axis. By 90◦ rotational symmetry as shown in Fig. 12, at least
(n − 2) grid lines are required in the x-axis as well. Thus, W = H = (n − 3) is the best possible grid size for a closed RI
drawing of this graph. 
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we studied closed RI drawings for irreducible triangulations. For random irreducible triangulations, we
obtained an expected grid size of ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)) × ( 22n27 + O (
√
n)). We also obtained a lower bound on the grid size for a
closed RI drawing for an arbitrary graph as (n − 3) × (n − 3).
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